February 15, 2018

TO: Local Media
From: DCA, President
SUBJECT: Above Step Recruitment

PUBLIC NOTICE

Above-Step Recruitment for Television Chief Engineer

PBS Guam/KGTF is petition the Department of Administration to recruit for the position of Television Chief Engineer at Grade L Step 9 for Mr. John T. Muna.

Pursuant to the provisions of 4GCA §6205 Recruitment Above-Step, and §6303. I Transparency and Disclosure, as amended by P.L. 28012, PBS Guam is notifying the public through this petition that we intend to recruit a Television Chief Engineer at above-step, Step 9. This notice was provided to the Marianas Variety, Pacific Daily News, News Talk K-57, Isla 61, KUAM, Pacific News Center, Power 8 and The Rock.

(end)

Johnny G. Sablan